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Parallel Operation of DC Generators: In a dc power plant, power is
usually supplied from several generators of small ratings connected in
parallel instead of from one large generator. This is due to the following
reasons:
(i) Continuity of service: If a single large generator is used in the power
plant, then in case of its breakdown, the whole plant will be shut down.
However, if power is supplied from a number of small units operating in
parallel, then in case of failure of one unit, the continuity of supply can be
maintained by other healthy units.
(ii) Efficiency: Generators run most efficiently when loaded to their rated
capacity. Therefore, when load demand on power plant decreases, one or
more generators can be shut down and the remaining units can be
efficiently loaded.
(iii) Maintenance and repair: Generators generally require routine-
maintenance and repair. Therefore, if generators are operated in parallel,
the routine or emergency operations can be performed by isolating the
affected generator while load is being supplied by other units. This leads
to both safety and economy.
(iv) Increasing plant capacity: In the modern world of increasing
population, the use of electricity is continuously increasing. When added
capacity is required, the new unit can be simply paralleled with the old
units.
(v) Non-availability of single large unit: In many situations, a single unit
of desired large capacity may not be available. In that case a number of
smaller units can be operated in parallel to meet the load requirement.
Generally a single large unit is more expensive.
Connecting Shunt Generators in Parallel: The generators in a power
plant are connected in parallel through bus-bars. The bus-bars are heavy
thick copper bars and they act as +ve and -ve terminals. The positive
terminals of the generators are .connected to the +ve side of bus-bars and
negative terminals to the negative side of bus-bars. Fig. (1) shows shunt
generator 1 connected to the bus-bars and supplying load. When the load
on the power plant increases beyond the capacity of this generator, the
second shunt generator 2 is connected in parallel with the first to meet the
increased load demand. The procedure for paralleling generator 2 with
generator 1 is as under:
(i) The prime mover of generator 2 is brought up to the rated speed. Now
switch S4 in the field circuit of the generator 2 is closed.
(ii) Next circuit breaker CB-2 is closed and the excitation of generator 2
is adjusted till it generates voltage equal to the bus-bars voltage. This is
indicated by voltmeter V2.
(iii) Now the generator 2 is ready to be paralleled with generator 1. The
main switch S3 is closed, thus putting generator 2 in parallel with
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generator 1. Note that generator 2 is not supplying any load because its
generated emf is equal to bus-bars voltage. The generator is said to be
“floating” (i.e. not supplying any load) on the bus-bars.

Figure(1)

(iv) If generator 2 is to deliver any current, then its generated voltage E
should be greater than the bus-bars voltage V. In that case, current
supplied by it is I = (E - V)/Ra where Ra is the resistance of the armature
circuit. By increasing the field current (and hence induced emf E), the
generator 2 can be made to supply proper amount of load.
(v) The load may be shifted from one shunt generator to another merely
by adjusting the field excitation. Thus if generator 1 is to be shut down,
the whole load can be shifted onto generator 2 provided it has the
capacity to supply that load. In that case, reduce the current supplied by
generator 1 to zero (This will be indicated by ammeter A1) open C.B.-1
and then open the main switch S1.
Load Sharing: The load sharing between shunt generators in parallel can
be easily regulated because of their drooping characteristics. The load
may be shifted from one generator to another merely by adjusting the
field excitation. Let us discuss the load sharing of two generators which
have unequal no-load voltages. Let E1, E2 = no-load voltages of the two
generators R1, R2 = their armature resistances
V = common terminal voltage (Bus-bars voltage). Then
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Thus current output of the generators depends upon the values of E1 and
E2. These values may be changed by field rheostats. The common
terminal voltage (or bus-bars voltage) will depend upon (i) the emfs of
individual generators and (ii) the total load current supplied. It is
generally desired to keep the busbars voltage constant. This can be
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achieved by adjusting the field excitations of the generators operating in
parallel.
Compound Generators in Parallel: Under-compounded generators also
operate satisfactorily in parallel but over compounded generators will not
operate satisfactorily unless their series fields are paralleled. This is
achieved by connecting two negative brushes together as shown in Fig.
(2) (i). The conductor used to connect these brushes is generally called
equalizer bar. Suppose that an attempt is made to operate the two
generators in parallel without an equalizer bar. If, for any reason, the
current supplied by generator 1 increases slightly, the current in its series
field will increase and raise the generated voltage. This will cause
generator 1 to take more load. Since total load supplied to the system is
constant, the current in generator 2 must decrease and as a result its series
field is weakened. Since this effect is cumulative, the generator 1 will
take the entire load and drive generator 2 as a motor. After machine 2
changes from a generator to a motor, the current in the shunt field will
remain in the same direction, but the current in the armature and series
field will reverse. Thus the magnetizing action, of the series field opposes
that of the shunt field. As the current taken by the machine 2 increases,
the demagnetizing action of series field becomes greater and the resultant
field becomes weaker. The resultant field will finally become zero and at
that time machine 2 will be short circuited machine 1, opening the
breaker of either or both machines.

Figure (2)

When the equalizer bar is used, a stabilizing action exists and neither
machine tends to take all the load. To consider this, suppose that current
delivered by generator 1 increases. The increased current will not only
pass through the series field of generator 1 but also through the equalizer
bar and series field of generator 2. Therefore, the voltage of both the
machines increases and the generator 2 will take a part of the load.
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DC MOTORS
DC motors are seldom used in ordinary applications because all electric
supply companies furnish alternating current However, for special
applications such as in steel mills, mines and electric trains, it is
advantageous to convert alternating current into direct current in order to
use dc motors. The reason is that speed/torque characteristics of dc
motors are much more superior to that of ac motors. Therefore, it is not
surprising to note that for industrial drives, dc motors are as popular as 3-
phase induction motors.
DC Motor Principle: A machine that converts dc power into mechanical
power is known as a dc motor. Its operation is based on the principle that
when a current carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field, the
conductor experiences a mechanical force. The direction of this force is
given by Fleming’s left hand rule and magnitude is given by;
F BInewtons
Basically, there is no constructional difference between a dc motor and a
dc generator. The same dc machine can be run as a generator or motor.
Working of DC Motor: Consider a part of a multipolar dc motor as
shown in Fig. (1). When the terminals of the motor are connected to an
external source of dc supply:
(i) The field magnets are excited developing alternate N and S poles;
(ii) The armature conductors carry ^currents. All conductors under N-
pole carry currents in one direction while all the conductors under S-pole
carry currents in the opposite direction.
Suppose the conductors under N-pole carry currents into the plane of the
paper and those under S-pole carry currents out of the plane of the paper
as shown in Fig.(1). Since each armature conductor is carrying current
and is placed in the magnetic field, mechanical force acts on it. Referring
to Fig.(1) and applying Fleming’s left hand rule, it is clear that force on
each conductor is tending to rotate the armature in anticlockwise
direction. All these forces add together to produce a driving torque which
sets the armature rotating. When the conductor moves from one side of a
brush to the other, the current in that conductor is reversed and at the
same time it comes under the influence of next pole which is of opposite
polarity. Consequently, the direction of force on the conductor remains
the same.

Fig. (1)
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Back or Counter EMF: When the armature of a dc motor rotates under
the influence of the driving torque, the armature conductors move
through the magnetic field and hence emf is induced in them as in a
generator The induced emf acts in opposite direction to the applied
voltage V(Lenz’s law) and in known as back or counter emf E. The back
emf E(= P ZN/60 A) is always less than the applied voltage V, although
this difference is small when the motor is running under normal
conditions.
If Ra is the armature circuit resistance, then,
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Since V and Ra are usually fixed, the value of E will determine the
current drawn by the motor. If the speed of the motor is high, then back
emf (E=PZN/60A) is large and hence the motor will draw less armature
current and vice-versa.

Figure (2)

Significance of Back EMF: The presence of back emf makes the dc
motor a self-regulating machine i.e., it makes the motor to draw as much
armature current as is just sufficient to develop the torque required by the
load.

 When the motor is running on no load, small torque is required to
overcome the friction and windage losses. Therefore, the armature
current Ia is small and the back emf is nearly equal to the applied
voltage.

 If the motor is loaded, the first effect is to cause the armature to
slow down and hence the back emf E falls. The decreased back emf
allows a larger current to flow through the armature and larger
current means increased driving torque. Thus, the driving torque
increases as the motor slows down. The motor will stop slowing
down when the armature current is just sufficient to produce the
increased torque required by the load.
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 If the load on the motor is decreased, the driving torque is
momentarily in excess of the requirement so that armature is
accelerated. As the armature speed increases, the back emf E also
increases and causes the armature current Ia to decrease. The motor
will stop accelerating when the armature current is just sufficient to
produce the reduced torque required by the load. It follows;
therefore, that back emf in a dc motor regulates the flow of
armature current i.e., it automatically changes the armature current
to meet the load requirement.

Voltage and power Equations of DC Motor: Let in a dc motor,

Figure (3)

V = applied voltage
E = back e.m.f.
Ra = armature resistance
Ia = armature current
VEIaRa. By multiplying this equation by la, we get, VIa EIa I2

aRa
This is known as power equation of the dc motor.
VIa = electric power supplied to armature (armature input)
EIa = power developed by armature (armature output)
Ia

2 Ra = electric power wasted in armature (armature Cu loss)
Thus out of the armature input, a small portion (about 5%) is wasted as a
Ia

2Ra and the remaining portion EIa is converted into mechanical power
within the armature.
Types of DC Motors: Like generators, there are three types of dc motors
characterized by the connections of field winding in relation to the
armature:
(i) Shunt-wound motor
(ii) Series-wound motor
(iii) Compound-wound motor
Armature Torque of DC Motor: Consider a pulley of radius r meter
acted upon by a circumferential force of F Newton which causes it to
rotate at N r.p.m.
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Then torque T = F r Newton-meter (N.m)
Work done by this force in one revolution =Forcedistance=F2 r Joule
Power developed = F 2  r N Joule/second or Watt (N in r.p.s unit)

= (F r) 2 N Watt
2 N = Angular velocity ωin radian/second
Power developed = T ωwatt or P = T ωWatt
Moreover, if N is in r.p.m., then
ω= 2  N/60 rad/s

TNp 
60

2

Armature Torque of a Motor: Let Ta be the torque developed by the
armature of a motor running at N r.p.m. If Ta is in N.m, then
Power developed = Ta 2 N/60 watt ...(i), Electrical power
converted into mechanical power in the armature=EIa watt ...(ii)
Equating (i) and (ii), we get Ta 2 N/60 = EIa ...(iii)

Since E =  ZNP/60A  volt, we have 






A
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2
1   N.m

Ta  Ia.
 In the case of a series motor,  is directly proportional to Ia (before

saturation) because field windings carry full armature current.
Ta  I2a

 For shunt motors,  is practically constant.
Ta Ia

Shaft Torque (Tsh): The whole of the armature torque, as calculated
above, is not available for doing useful work, because a certain
percentage of it is required for supplying iron and friction losses in the
motor. The torque which is available for doing useful work is known as
shaft torque Tsh. It is so called because it is available at the shaft:

60/2 N
PT out

sh 
 N.m

The difference (TaTsh) is known as lost torque and is due to iron and
friction losses of the motor.
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Speed of a DC Motor:
EVIaRa and
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Therefore, in a dc motor, speed is directly proportional to back emf E and
inversely proportional to flux per pole .If a dc motor has initial values
of speed, flux per pole and back emf as and E1 respectively and the
corresponding final values are N2, 2 and E2, then,
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(i) For a shunt motor, flux practically remains constant so that 1 = 2.
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(ii) For a series motor, Ia prior to saturation.
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 where

Ia1 = initial armature current
Ia2 = final armature current
Speed Regulation: The speed regulation of a motor is the change in
speed from full-load to no-loud and is expressed as a percentage of the
speed at full-load i.e.
Speed regulation 100




N
NNo % where

N0 = No - load .speed
N = Full - load speed
Armature Reaction in DC Motors: As in a dc generator, armature
reaction also occurs in a dc motor. This is expected because when current
flows through the armature conductors of a dc motor, it produces flux
(armature flux) which lets on the flux produced by the main poles. For a
motor with the same polarity and direction of rotation as is for generator,
the direction of armature reaction field is reversed.
(i) In a generator, the armature current flows in the direction of the
induced emf (i.e. generated emf E) whereas in a motor, the armature
current flows against the induced emf (i.e. back emf E). Therefore, it
should be expected that for the same direction of rotation and field
polarity, the armature flux of the motor will be in the opposite direction to
that of the generator. Hence instead of the main flux being distorted in the
direction of rotation as in a generator, it is distorted opposite to the
direction of rotation. We can conclude that: Armature reaction in a dc
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generator weakens the flux at leading pole tips and strengthens the flux at
trailing pole tips while the armature reaction in a dc motor produces the
opposite effect.
(ii) In case of a dc generator, with brushes along G.N.A. and no
commutating poles used, the brushes must be shifted in the direction of
rotation (forward lead) for satisfactory commutation. However, in case of
a dc motor, the brushes are given a negative lead i.e., they are shifted
against the direction of rotation.
(iii) By using commutating poles (compoles), a dc machine can be
operated with fixed brush positions for all conditions of load. Since
commutating poles windings carry the armature current, then, when a
machine changes from generator to motor (with consequent reversal of
current), the polarities of commutating poles must be of opposite sign.
Therefore, in a dc motor, the commutating poles must have the same
polarity as the main poles directly back of them. This is the opposite of
the corresponding relation in a dc generator.
Commutation in DC Motors: Since the armature of a motor is the same
as that of a generator, the current from the supply line must divide and
pass through the paths of the armature windings. In order to produce
unidirectional force (or torque) on the armature conductors of a motor,
the conductors under any pole must carry the current in the same
direction at all times.

In this case, the current flows away from the observer in the conductors
under the N-pole and towards the observer in the conductors under the S-
pole. Therefore, when a conductor moves from the influence of N-pole to
that of S-pole, the direction of current in the conductor must be reversed.
This is termed as commutation. The function of the commutator and the
brush gear in a dc motor is to cause the reversal of current in a conductor
as it moves from one side of a brush to the other. For good commutation,
the following points may be noted:
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(i) If a motor does not have commutating poles (compoles), the brushes
must be given a negative lead i.e., they must be shifted from G.N.A.
against the direction of rotation of, the motor.
(ii) By using interpoles, a dc motor can be operated with fixed brush
positions for all conditions of load. For a dc motor, the commutating
poles must have the same polarity as the main poles directly back of
them. This is the opposite of the corresponding relation in a dc generator.
A dc machine may be used as a motor or a generator without changing
the commutating poles connections. When the operation of a dc machine
changes from generator to motor, the direction of the armature current
reverses. Since commutating poles winding carries armature current, the
polarity of commutating pole reverses automatically to the correct
polarity.
Losses in a DC Motor: The losses occurring in a dc motor are the same
as in a dc generator. These are:
(i) copper losses and Iron losses or magnetic losses
(ii) Mechanical losses
As in a generator, these losses cause (a) an increase of machine
temperature and (b) Reduction in the efficiency of the dc motor.
The following points may be noted:
(i) Apart from armature Cu loss, field Cu loss and brush contact loss, Cu
losses also occur in interpoles (commutating poles) and compensating
windings. Since these windings carry armature current (Ia),
Loss in interpole winding = I2

a x Resistance of interpole winding
Loss in compensating winding =I2

a x Resistance of compensating winding
(ii) Since dc machines (generators or motors) are generally operated at
constant flux density and constant speed, the iron losses are nearly
constant.
(iii) The mechanical losses (i.e. friction and windage) vary as the cube of
the speed of rotation of the dc machine (generator or motor). Since dc
machines are generally operated at constant speed, mechanical losses are
considered to be constant.
Efficiency of a DC Motor: Like a dc generator, the efficiency of a dc
motor is the ratio of output power to the input power i.e.

As for a generator, the efficiency of a dc motor will be maximum when:
Variable losses = Constant losses
Therefore, the efficiency curve of a dc motor is similar in shape to that of
a dc generator.
A - B = Copper losses
B - C = Iron and friction losses
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Overall efficiency, ηc = C/A
Electrical efficiency, ηe = B/A
Mechanical efficiency, ηm = C/B

DC Motor Characteristics: There are three principal types of dc motors:
shunt motors, series motors and compound motors. The performance of a
dc motor can be judged from its characteristic curves known as motor
characteristics; following are the three important characteristics of a dc
motor:
(i) Torque and Armature current characteristic (Ta/Ia): It is known as
electrical characteristic of the motor.
(ii) Speed and armature current characteristic (N/Ia): It is very important
characteristic as it is often the deciding factor in the selection of the
motor for a particular application.
(iii) Speed and torque characteristic (N/Ta): It is also known as
mechanical characteristic.

Characteristics of Series Motors
1. Ta/Ia Characteristic. We have seen that TaΦIa. In this case, as field
windings also carry the armature current, Φ Ia up to the point of
magnetic saturation. Hence, before saturation,
TaΦIa and  Ta I2a
At light loads, Ia and hence Φ is small. But as Ia increases, Ta increases
as the square of the current. Hence, Ta/Ia curve is a parabola. After
saturation, Φ is almost independent of Ia hence Ta Ia only. So the
characteristic becomes a straight line. The shaft torque Tsh is less than
armature torque due to stray losses. It is shown dotted in the figure. So we
conclude that (prior to magnetic saturation) on heavy loads, a series
motor exerts a torque proportional to the square of armature current.
Hence, in cases where huge starting torque is required for accelerating
heavy masses quickly as in hoists and electric trains etc., series motors
are used.
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2. N/Ia Characteristics. Variations of speed can be deduced from the
formula:


EN 

Change in E, for various load currents is small and hence may be
neglected for the time being. With increased Ia, Φ also increases. Hence,
speed varies inversely as armature current. When load is heavy, Ia is
large. Hence, speed is low (this decreases E and allows more armature
current to flow). But when load current and hence Ia falls to a small
value, speed becomes dangerously high. Hence, a series motor should
never be started without some mechanical (not belt-driven) load on it
otherwise it may develop excessive speed and get damaged due to heavy
centrifugal forces so produced. It should be noted that series motor is a
variable speed motor.
3. N/Ta or mechanical characteristic. It is found from above that when
speed is high, torque is low and vice-versa.

Characteristics of Shunt Motors
1. Ta/Ia Characteristic: Assuming Φ to be practically constant (though at
heavy loads, φ decreases somewhat due to increased armature reaction)
we find that Ta Ia.
Hence, the electrical characteristic, is practically a straight line through
the origin. Shaft torque is shown dotted. Since a heavy starting load will
need a heavy starting current, shunt motor should never be started on
(heavy) load.
2. N/Ia Characteristic: If Φ is assumed constant, then NE. As E is also
practically constant, speed is, for most purposes, constant.
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But strictly speaking, both E and Φ decrease with increasing load.
However, E decreases slightly more than φ so that on the whole, there is
some decrease in speed. The drop varies from 5 to 15% of full-load
speed, being dependent on saturation, armature reaction and brush
position. Hence, the actual speed curve is slightly drooping as shown by
the dotted line in the figure. But, for all practical purposes, shunt motor is
taken as a constant-speed motor. Because there is no appreciable change
in the speed of a shunt motor from no-load to full load, it may be
connected to loads which are totally and suddenly thrown off without any
fear of excessive speed resulting. Due to the constancy of their speed,
shunt motors are suitable for driving shafting, machine tools, lathes,
wood-working machines and for all other purposes where an
approximately constant speed is required.
3. N/Ta Characteristic can be deduced from (1) and (2) above.

Compound Motors: These motors have both series and shunt windings.
If series excitation helps the shunt excitation i.e. series flux is in the same
direction; then the motor is said to be cummulatively compounded. If on
the other hand, series field opposes the shunt field, then the motor is said
to be differentially compounded. The characteristics of such motors lie in
between those of shunt and series motors.
(a) Cumulative-compound Motors: Such machines are used where series
characteristics are required and where, in addition, the load is likely to be
removed totally such as in some types of coal cutting machines or for
driving heavy machine tools which have to take sudden cuts quite often.
Due to shunt windings, speed will not become excessively high but due to
series windings, it will be able to take heavy loads. In conjunction with
fly-wheel (functioning as load equalizer), it is employed where there are
sudden temporary loads as in rolling mills. The fly-wheel supplies its
stored kinetic energy when motor slows down due to sudden heavy load.
And when due to the removal of load motor speeds up, it gathers up its
kinetic energy. Compound-wound motors have greatest application with
loads that require high starting torques or pulsating loads (because such
motors smooth out the energy demand required of a pulsating load). They
are used to drive electric shovels, metal-stamping machines, reciprocating
pumps, hoists and compressors etc.
(b) Differential-compound Motors: Since series field opposes the shunt
field, the flux is decreased as load is applied to the motor. This results in
the motor speed remaining almost constant or even increasing with
increase in load (because, NE/(Φ). Due to this reason, there is a
decrease in the rate at which the motor torque increases with load. Such
motors are not in common use. But because they can be designed to give
an accurately constant speed under all conditions, they find limited
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application for experimental and research work. One of the biggest
drawback of such a motor is that due to weakening of flux with increases
in load, there is a tendency towards speed instability and motor running
away unless designed properly.


